The hierarchical hypernets are suitable for pipelining and hence the speed up achieved in various algorithms is illustrated using space time diagrams. The advantage with these networks is that they do not require reservation of one subnetwork in each recursive level to emulate the next higher level for pipelining.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper hypernets constructed from hypercubes with different levels of connectivity among the various subnets are described. Since hypernets are constructed incrementally from the same basic module, they are very amenable to VLSI implementation. Hypernets combine together the positive features of hypercubes and tree based topologies. They maintain a constant node degree, whereas, in hypercubes the degree of the node increases with the dimension of the hypercube. This property renders the hypercubes not very easily expandable. Because, once the processors are fabricated onto monolithic chips, both hardware configuration and communication software of each node have to be altered if hypercube needs to be expanded at a later date. Some other related topologies such as cube connected cycles 2 and hypercycles 3 have constant node degree, but link connections have to be altered when the network size is changed.
A tree on the other hand, uses the fewest possible links to connect a set of nodes. However, the message congestion increases towards the root and tree is susceptible to faulty links. Some of these problems have been alleviated in augmented trees 4 
"
8 with additional links and/or nodes.
Complete binary tree and hypercube are complementary to each other, in the sense that strengths of one are the weaknesses of the other. Hence, the motivation is to develop an architecture, which combines the strengths of two topologies and avoids their shortcomings. Hypernets proposed by Hwang and Ghosh 1 were an attempt in that direction. The number of recursive levels in the hypernet is given by h. Once, the basic building module B is chosen, which is a hypercube in the present context, then the hypernets can be described by (d,h,G). A smaller hypernet with i < h levels that forms a substructure of (d, h, G) net is called a {d, i, G) subnet. In the following section, design principles of hypernets with G = 2 X are explained and mathematical relations for hypernet parameters are developed.
HYPERNETS WITH VARIABLE CONNECTIVITY AMONG SUBNETS

Construction principles of hypernets with variable links
Hypernets are constructed starting from the basic modules. 
AG
In the same manner, it can be shown that:
In general, it can be written that:
Taking the recursion all the way to L(l) gives: G) hypernet has the following recursive In the derivation of above expression, it is assumed that /(I) = 0.
Number of subnets M{h): number of subnets in a (d, h, G) network is dependent on the number of external links available in the (d,h-\,G) hypernet. It is given by:
5. Total number of basic cubelets in the hypernet C(h): total number of basic hypercubes in a (d, h, G) hypernet is given by:
i-2 6 . Number of processing nodes P(fi): total number of processing nodes in a (d, h, G) hypernet is the difference between the number of total nodes and the input/output nodes.
)-2 i-i Table 2 gives the component count for hypernets with G = 2, for hypercubes of different dimensions as the basic building block. As can be seen from the table, no hypernet can be constructed using hypercubes of dimension two when (7 = 2. Similarly for G = 4, it is not possible to construct any hypernet using hypercubes of dimension three or less. Table 3 gives the component count for hypernet with . G measures the global connectivity of the network and specifies the number of links among the basic subnetworks. The difference in the hierarchical hypernet is that h in addition to defining the number of recursive levels in the hypernet also specifies the number of physical hierarchical levels.
A hier (d,h,G) hierarchical hypernet, consists of a {d, h, G) hypernet at the bottom most level, a {d, h -1, G) hypernet at the next higher level immediately above it, a (d,h -2,G) hypernet at the next higher level the process is repeated until the basic building block is at the top most level of the physical hierarchy. Thus hierarchical hier {d, h, G) hypernet consists of the following number of hypernets.
Hier
For constructing a hierarchical hypernet hier (d, h, G), the following steps have to be taken. (d, 1, G) hypernet and is placed at the top of the physical hierarchy. 2. Build a (d, 2, G) hypernet using the same construction principle as is used for constructing hypernet which were elaborated in Section II. (d, 2, G) comprising the (d, 3, G) hypernet.
This process is repeated, till a {d,h,G) hypernet is reached at the bottom and the I/O ports of its subnets (d,h~l,G) are connected to the I/O port of {d,h-1, G) hypernet at a next physical level above. Table 4 gives the component count for hierarchical hypernet with G = 2.
C hler (rf, h, G) = C(d, h, G) + C hie Xd, h -1, G)
ADVANTAGES OF HIERARCHICAL HYPERNETS 1. Diameter
Inspite of the much higher number of nodes in a hierarchical hypernet hier (d, h), compared to the regular (d, h) hypernet, the diameter which is defined as the maximum number of hops required to reach from the source node to the destination node is the same in both hypernets. This is illustrated in the following lines for G=\.
For ordinary hypernet (d, h) the diameter D{d,h) is given by: D(d,H) ^2D(d,h-I)+\
The above recursive relation, on simplification yields:
In a hierarchical hypernet, diameter is given by:
D bier (d,h) = (D(h-\)+l) + (D(h-2)+\)+ ...Z)(l)
( -1
The validity of the above statement is verified with examples.
(since d = 3) Table 5 gives the diameter v. the number of nodes in hypernets and hierarchical hypernets of the same (d, h). Thus the upper bound on the diameter in both the instances is the same. Thus inspite of much larger number of nodes in the hierarchical hypernet, the average distance remains the same.
Speed up
Speed up which is denned as the ratio of the time taken on a serial computer and a time taken on a parallel computer for any given computation. A hierarchical hypernet (d, h, G) which consists of hypernets (d, 1, G),  (d, 2,G The maximum speed up which can be achieved with h stages is h. This assumes that there is equal distribution of load among all the stages of the pipe. However, if some stages of the pipe have more time of computation than the rest, then the output from the pipe will come after every ? max units of time, where t max is the largest time of computation at any stage of the pipe. Let the stages of the hierarchical hypernet be labelled S 15 S 2 ,... S h and the time of computation of each stage be t u t 2 ,...t h . Then, once the pipe is filled, the output will come after every / max However, 
APPLICATIONS
The hierarchical hypernet is a stack of hypernets having a basic hypercube at the topmost level and a (d, 2), {d, 3),  (d,4)...(d,h) hypernets connected in a topdown fashion, utilizing the I/O links for communication between a hypernet immediately above and below it. Thus the structure of hierarchical hypernet is very regular. However, because of the tree like hierarchy the traffic density on the links increases as we move towards the root. Therefore, the reliability of the links towards the root should be higher. This is true for a hypernet as well, because the links connecting subnets with higher value of (h) have more traffic density as compared to the links connecting subnets with a lower value of (h).
The pipeline characteristic of the hierarchical hypernet is useful in the following ways:
• It improves the utilisation of the network. # As the computation progresses, there is no need to reserve one subnet at each level where the computations are confined, when the rest of the subnets are idle.
• In a hierarchical hypernet after a partial processing in the bottom most hypernet the intermediate results are passed onto a hypernet immediately above it. The fresh data can enter at the base level. The actual number of computations at each physical level depends on the algorithm and the physical characteristics of the hypernet, i.e. the dimension of the basic building hypercube and the connectivity among the subnets. # The mapping of algorithms remains simple and unaltered, with various steps of the algorithm being split among the different physical levels of the hierarchical hypernet. Thus the adaptation of the mapping of algorithms to hierarchical hypernets is a simple and straight forward procedure.
A binary commutative and associative operation like MAX, MIN, ADD, COUNT and MUL which are acronyms for maximum, minimum, addition, counting and multiplication of given numbers, can be implemented on hierarchical hypernets with gains in speedup.
The operations are called binary because in each step these operations are done on two neighbouring data along the edge of the hypercube, and the law of association holds good on these two operands. For the following analysis, it is assumed that one data element is assigned to each computational node and size of the problem is equal to the network size. The mapping of binary operations on hypernets is based on the recursive doubling technique, where the problem size is reduced by half after each binary comparison.
Such algorithms have a natural mapping on hierarchical networks such as trees. The hierarchical hypernet is a tiered structure and suitable for implementing binary operations. Computation is first done in the bottom most (d, h) hypernet.
The partial results are transferred to the (d,h-1) hypernet immediately above it and fresh data enters the (d, K) hypernet. The process is continued until all remaining data objects converge to a single cubelet at the top of the hierarchy. need to transfer data over X links to transfer the results in one subnet
Instead the data is transferred over the I/O links to the hypernet (d,h-l) immediately above it. However, X links are utilised for sending the data to appropriate addresses when the data is being transferred between different physical levels with the I/O nodes. The algorithm has to be tailored to match the given hypernet and vice versa. Fig. 4 shows the implementation of MAX algorithm on a (2,4,1) hierarchical hypernet. Hier (2,4,1) hypernet is constructed from 2 dimensional hypercube as the basic building block. It has four physical levels. In the base of the hierarchical hypernet, the data is entered. 32 data elements are entered in the bottom most (2,4,1) hypernet.
The two data objects along the edge of the hypercube are compared in each stage and the larger of the two is passed on to the next level above. In this example, after the first comparison 16 data elements are passed over to the (2,3,1) hypernet immediately above it. The process continues until the two largest numbers of the data emerge from the topmost level. These numbers are processed by the central processor and the largest of the given set of numbers is found. If one time unit is taken for the comparison and one time unit is taken for the transfer of data between one level to the other then once the pipe is filled, there will be an output after every two time units. Fig. 5 gives the space time diagram for this operation, where a, c, e, g, i are the binary comparison operations in each stage and b, d, f, h, j are the transfer operations between different levels. It can be seen that with hierarchical hypernet of (2,4,1), the output will come after every 2 units of time, once the pipe is filled, whereas, in a conventional (2,4,1) hypernet, output will come out after every ten units of time. Thus the through put which is defined as the number of tasks completed per unit time has increased five times.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a new hierarchical hypernet is described, where the hypernets are connected in top down fashion in h physical levels where h is the number of recursive levels in the bottom most hypernet. Thus the hierarchical hypernet proposed has as many physical levels as the levels of recursion. Inspite of having a larger number of nodes in comparison to regular hypernet of the same value of d and h, the communication time of the network remains the same. The network implements the algorithms in pipeline thus increasing the speedup.
